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Abstract In this article we describe the emerging area of text classification research focused on the problem of collaborative learning process analysis both from a broad perspective and more specifically in terms of a publicly available tool set called TagHelper tools. Analyzing the variety of pedagogically valuable facets of learners’ interactions is a time consuming and effortful process. Improving automated analyses of such highly valued processes of collaborative learning by adapting and applying recent text classification technologies would make it a less arduous task to obtain insights from corpus data. This endeavor also holds the potential for enabling substantially improved on-line instruction both by providing teachers and facilitators with reports about the groups they are moderating and by triggering context sensitive collaborative learning support on an as-needed basis. In this article, we report on an interdisciplinary research project, which has been investigating the effectiveness of applying text classification technology to a large CSCL corpus that has been analyzed by human coders using a theory-based multi-dimensional coding scheme. We report promising results and include an in-depth discussion of important issues such as reliability, validity, and efficiency that should be considered when deciding on the appropriateness of adopting a new technology such as TagHelper tools. One major technical contribution of this work is a demonstration that an important piece of the work towards making text classification technology effective for this purpose is designing and building linguistic pattern detectors, otherwise known as features, that can be extracted reliably from texts and that have high predictive power for the categories of discourse actions that the CSCL community is interested in.
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From the very beginning, the identity of Computer Supported Collaborative Learning (CSCL) research has been defined to a considerable extent by sophisticated analyses of collaboration processes (e.g., Dillenbourg et al. 1995). The social interaction of computer-supported collaborative learners in discourse has been regarded as a “gold mine of information” (Henri 1992, p. 118) on how learners acquire knowledge and skills together (e.g., Wegerif 2006; Stahl 2006). The interest of educational researchers in this topic has evolved from early work ranging from assessing participation by counting the number of student contributions to an in-depth understanding of different qualities of interaction (De Wever et al. 2006; van der Pol et al. 2006; Webb 1989). Knowledge building and learning of collaborative learners has been linked to the process by which collaborative learners work on the learning task together (Fischer et al. 2002), how they construct arguments and argumentation sequences (Leitão 2000; Voss and Van Dyke 2001), and how they build on the contributions of their learning partners (Teasley 1997), which may involve receiving help or providing help to one another (Gweon et al. 2007). Analyzing these different facets of learners’ interaction is a time consuming and effortful process. Improving automated analyses of such highly valued processes of collaborative learning by using recent text classification technologies would make it a less arduous task to obtain insights from corpus data. This endeavor also holds the potential for enabling substantially improved on-line instruction both by providing teachers and facilitators with reports about the groups they are moderating (Rosé et al. 2007; McLaren et al. 2007) and by triggering context sensitive collaborative learning support on an as-needed basis (Kumar et al. 2007; Wang et al. 2007b).

We have been regarding recent advances in text classification technology in the realm of computational linguistics as an extremely promising means to that end. In this article, we report on an interdisciplinary research project, which has been investigating the effectiveness of applying text classification technology to a large CSCL corpus that had been analyzed by human coders using a theory-based multi-dimensional coding scheme (Weinberger and Fischer 2006).

In what follows, we will first describe the motivation for using text classification technology to automate some aspects of the CSCL corpus analysis. We then address the methodological issues of reliability and validity, and the practical issue of coding speed. We will then discuss some technical challenges that we have addressed in this work as well as providing an evaluation that demonstrates the achievements as well as the remaining limitations of our current technical approach. And finally, we describe practical consequences of our interdisciplinary research approach in terms of the TagHelper application, which is a corpus analysis environment built on top of the Weka machine learning toolkit (Witten and Frank 2005). We explore the functionality provided by the TagHelper tools environment to researchers analyzing collaborative learning process data. Specifically, in this article we explore the design and implementation of context-oriented features, otherwise known as linguistic pattern detectors, that reflect the thread structure of the discourse. We conclude with a discussion of some directions for ongoing work.

Motivation for automatic corpus analysis

Popular tools for facilitating the analysis of corpus data provide functionality for assisting analysts in their task of finding meaningful patterns in corpus data once it has been coded. Tools such as HyperResearch, MacShapa, or Nvivo, are commonly used by behavioral researchers to analyze their data either using word counting or key phrase matching.
approaches, or to apply categorical coding schemes by hand and then visualize patterns of hand assigned codes. Tools developed specifically for analysis of collaborative learning interactions rarely include support for annotating raw text either automatically or semi-automatically (Luckin 2002; Hmelo-Silver and Chernobilsky 2004).

In early attempts to support corpus analysis efforts with automatic text analysis technology, health communication researchers have augmented hand-coding with automated content analysis techniques, primarily using dictionary-based methods, the most popular of which is Pennebaker’s Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count (LIWC) (Pennebaker 2003). In this approach, collections of words are organized into scales that are supposed to indicate specific mental states such as negative emotion or confidence. Shallow text processing tools such as Pennebaker’s LIWC scales are the state-of-the-art in text analysis in support of behavioral research, particularly for social psychology research involving language interactions. Because of their popularity, simplicity, and ease of use, and because the history of automatic corpus analysis began with approaches such as these word counting approaches, we provide a discussion here on the trade-offs between word counting approaches and categorical analysis approaches.

Linguistic inquiry and word count (LIWC)

LIWC indicators that are designed to measure latent characteristics of authors such as emotional or psychological state based on vocabulary usage are reported to have been successfully calibrated with a wide range of behaviors over multiple types of studies (e.g., Pennebaker 2003). Nevertheless, they have limitations that must be taken into account methodologically. LIWC indicators have typically been used in studies where the external variables of interest are health outcomes or health related behavior. In studies where consistent stories based on calibrations of LIWC indicators with external variables are reported, the corpora used were created under very controlled circumstances, always only within the experimental condition of a study in which the genre and topic of the writing were determined by the experimental manipulation. When these tight constraints are removed, the story becomes much less clear. For example, Pennebaker and Francis (1996) present results from a study with two different conditions. The experimental variation lay in the change of the topic participants wrote about. In this study, the LIWC indicators made opposite predictions about behavioral outcomes and emotional states in the experimental condition in comparison to the control condition. Discrepancies like this occur because there are many linguistic factors besides the emotional state of the author or speaker that affect the frequencies of word usage. For example, many words have multiple meanings and only convey negative emotion in some contexts and not in others. For example, the words “bake” and “roast” used while talking about the weather convey a feeling of discomfort, whereas in the context of a discussion about cooking, they do not. Base frequencies of terms also vary between topics. Thus, a difference in frequency of a term may either indicate a difference in the emotional state of the author or simply a difference in topic. If LIWC predictors were truly indicative of emotional state independent of topic, and fluctuations in emotional state predict corresponding fluctuations in health and behavior outcomes, it is difficult to reconcile the difference in the direction of predictions between conditions reported in that paper. Nevertheless, if one accepts that LIWC indicators are merely proxies that can be used for estimating measurement of psychological state within very narrowly constrained contexts, then the pattern makes sense. However, this limitation has strong negative implications for the applicability of LIWC indicators within naturalistic communication settings in which there is a wide variation in the communicative goals.
motivating individual contributions, such as in naturalistic on-line learning environments where students may interact about a wide range of topics in connection with a variety of activities over time.

Analysis of collaborative learning interactions have demonstrated that what happens on the process level is important for predicting what cognitive benefits participants in a conversation take away from it (e.g., King 2007). More complex learning is supposed to occur in “spirals of reciprocity”, where learners are intensely engaged with one another (Salomon and Perkins 1998). In particular, learners can attain new levels of understanding during interactions where more complex cognitive activities occur, such as analytical thinking, integration of ideas and reasoning. These include activities such as elaborating on content (e.g., Webb 1989), explaining ideas and concepts (e.g., Chi et al. 1994), asking thought-provoking questions (e.g., King 1998, 1999), argumentation (e.g., Kuhn 1991), resolving conceptual discrepancies (e.g., Piaget 1985) and modeling one another’s cognitive states. These activities may not be adequately represented by patterns of individual turns taken out of context. Modeling these processes instead requires categorical coding schemes building on precise definitions of categories (see Chi et al. 1994). Trained human coders are able to consistently apply well-defined coding schemes across multiple contexts. However, we acknowledge that applying coding schemes like this by hand is extremely tedious. And effectively writing rules by hand to reliably match against complex patterns, which is an option provided by some corpus analysis environments, is difficult as well.

Running example: Process analysis of argumentative knowledge construction

The goal of this paper is to develop text classification technology to address concerns specific to classifying sentences or other units of text using multi-dimensional coding schemes developed for work in the area of CSCL. Specifically with respect to CSCL, often only detailed process analyses reveal plausible interpretations of the effects of instructional support in computer supported collaboration environments (e.g., Weinberger 2003). Thus, as a running example of the type of coding scheme TagHelper is designed to apply, we describe one that was developed within a high profile CSCL project, refined through multiple iterations, and used fruitfully to yield insights into collaborative knowledge building processes (Weinberger and Fischer 2006; Weinberger et al. 2005). Not only is this coding scheme well established in the CSCL community and has shown to be valid and reliable being applied manually in several studies, even by different researchers than those who developed it (e.g., Schoor and Bannert 2007), it also provides a unique resource for investigating the capabilities of text classification technology to be used in this context. The coding scheme encompasses several independent dimensions with different demands for coding. At the same time, the complex coding scheme is an example of a coding scheme that consumes tremendous amounts of resources in terms of training coders as well as for actually applying the coding scheme manually.

The coding scheme was developed by Weinberger and Fischer (2006) for the purpose of addressing the question of how computer-supported collaboration scripts could foster argumentative knowledge construction in online discussions. Argumentative knowledge construction is based on the idea that learners acquire knowledge through argumentation with one or more learning partners, by better elaborating the learning material and by mutually refining ideas. Computer-supported collaboration scripts are scaffolds implemented within the interface of CSCL environments to specify, sequence, and assign discourse activities to participants. For instance, scripts could be realized with text prompts
implemented in the text input windows of CSCL environments, or they could be realized with interface widgets that enable or constrain certain types of interactions. Collaboration scripts may focus on specific aspects of collaboration (Kollar et al. 2005; O’Donnell and Dansereau 1992; Stegmann et al. 2007). In this way, computer-supported collaboration scripts may apply on specific dimensions of argumentative knowledge construction. For example, a script for argument construction could support learners to ground and warrant their claims, or a social collaboration script can facilitate socio-cognitive conflict and its productive dissolution (Weinberger 2003). In the work that provides the context for our running example, these and other computer-supported collaboration scripts were varied experimentally. Throughout the time this coding scheme was being developed, altogether more than 750 students of Educational Science at the Ludwig–Maximilians University of Munich participated mainly in groups of three in a series of studies (a minority of studies were made with individuals and dyads). Students in all collaborative experimental conditions had to work together in applying theoretical concepts from Attribution Theory (Weiner 1985) to three case problems and jointly prepare an analysis for each case by communicating via web-based discussion forums. For example, one of the cases was about a student named Michael failing in mathematics and consequently being subject to different attribution patterns of parents, teacher and himself. Participants were asked to discuss the three cases against the background of Attribution Theory and to jointly compose at least one final analysis for each case. One of the collaboration scripts supported a peer-review like sequence of activities including drafting initial analyses individually, giving and receiving structured feedback, responding to feedback, and finally writing an improved case analysis (Weinberger et al. 2005).

In the light of the broad variety of theoretical approaches and specific foci within the research areas of collaborative learning where argumentative knowledge construction has been explored, it has become evident that it must be evaluated on multiple process dimensions (Weinberger and Fischer 2006). Hence, the design of the coding scheme we work with in this article draws from a variety of theoretical approaches and focuses on several specific conceptualizations of argumentative knowledge construction. These include (1) epistemic activity, formal quality regarding argumentation, which further specializes into the (2) micro-level of argumentation and the (3) macro-level of argumentation, and (4) social modes of co-construction. Independent of these theoretically grounded dimensions, the segments have been coded whether they were or were not (5) a reaction to a previous contribution. For experimental reasons (to be able to conduct a manipulation check), there is also a (6) dimension on which student responses to script prompts are coded for appropriateness and a (7) “quoted” dimension, which distinguishes between new contributions and quoted text as it is typically being automatically copied in replies to previous messages. In accordance with the respective theoretical perspectives, the number of categories differs between dimensions from 2 (e.g., quoted) to 35 (e.g., epistemic).

More precisely, the coding scheme by Weinberger and Fischer (2006) includes seven dimensions.

1. **Epistemic activity** (35 categories). How learners work on the knowledge building task, e.g., what content they are referring to or applying in their analysis.

2. **Micro-level of argumentation** (4 categories). How an individual argument consists of a claim, which can be supported by a ground with warrant and/or specified by a qualifier.

3. **Macro-level of argumentation** (6 categories). Argumentation sequences are examined with respect to how learners connect single arguments and create an argumentation pattern together (for example, consisting of an argument, a counter-argument, and an integration).
4. **Social modes of co-construction** (21 categories). To what degree or in what ways learners refer to the contributions of their learning partners.

5. **Reaction** (3 categories). Reactions to elicitation and consensus-building (classes which are in the social modes of co-construction dimension).

6. **Appropriate response to prompts in the learning environment** (4 categories). How learners make use of prompts, i.e., whether learners use the scripted prompts in the intended manner.

7. **Quoted discourse** (2 categories). Distinguishes between new contributions and quoted contributions.

The complete process analysis we have conducted to date comprises about 250 discussions of the participants. Trained coders categorized each segment using this multi-dimensional coding scheme. Three groups of about six coders were each trained to apply the coding scheme to the discourse data. One quarter of the total (human) resources of the research project that produced this data was used for this hand coding of the collaborative process data used in our experiments during the years when this data was being collected and analyzed. It is because hand analyses like this are so arduous and time consuming that we believe technology for automating this process holds so much promise for accelerating research in this community. Note that future studies using the same materials can now use the classification models trained on the hand coded data so that the initial investment of time can dramatically reduce human effort in future studies.

From the complete coded corpus we have run our text classification experiments with a subset of this coded data, using altogether 1,250 coded text segments. In all cases, every segment was assigned exactly one code from each of the seven dimensions. Because the corpus we use has been coded with seven independent dimensions drawing on different types of knowledge, working with it provides a valuable opportunity for exploring how differences in the nature of the coding scheme applied to a text corpus affects the relative performance of alternative text classification algorithms. Nevertheless, the technology we employ is general purpose and can be applied to a wide range of coding schemes. Thus, this particular coding scheme should simply be regarded as an example of the level of sophistication that can be achieved with this technology.

**Text classification approaches**

Text classification is an application of machine learning technology to a structured representation of text. In the past decade and even earlier, research on text classification and text mining has been a major focus of research in the field of computational linguistics. Typical text categorization applications include assigning topics to news articles (Lewis et al. 2004), web pages (Craven et al. 1998), or research articles (Yeh and Hirschman 2002). Machine learning algorithms can learn mappings between a set of input features and a set of output categories. They do this by examining a set of hand coded “training examples” that exemplify each of the target categories. The goal of the algorithm is to learn rules by generalizing from these examples in such a way that the rules can be applied effectively to new examples. Work in this area has yielded impressive results in a wide range of application areas and allows working towards automating the application of categorical coding schemes.

As discussed above, the discourse of collaborative learners can be coded on multiple dimensions with multiple classes on each dimension. To contextualize our effort, we review other research on multi-class classification, where multi-class classification refers to
classification tasks where a choice must be made between three or more possible labels for each instance. From a high level, there are at least two promising strategies for working towards optimal performance at automatic multi-class classification. On the one hand, the feature based approach consists of the idea for identifying text features that generalize well across categories so that the rules that define what constitutes each code and distinguishes it from the others can be as simple as possible. On the other hand, the algorithmic approach is to develop more and more powerful algorithms with the capability to learn very subtle distinctions. We have used both approaches in our work. Thus, these two parallel threads will be a running theme throughout the remainder of this article.

One important contribution of this work is a demonstration that the feature based approach has a stronger and more consistent effect on classification performance across dimensions in the Weinberger and Fischer coding scheme. Thus we argue that the direction of seeking features that are useful for increasing performance on coding schemes that have been developed in the CSCL community might be the most promising direction for expanding the impact of the work presented in this article.

The feature based approach More attention to the selection of highly predictive features has been given for text classification problems where very subtle distinctions must be made or where the size of spans of text being classified is relatively small. Both of these are true for our work. Perhaps the most similar application to what we are addressing in this article is the work on conversation act recognition, where conversational contributions are classified in terms of the role the contribution plays in a running discourse. Classifying spoken utterances into dialogue acts or speech acts has been a common way of characterizing utterance function since the 1960s, and many automatic approaches to this type of analysis have been developed since (e.g., Serafin and Di Eugenio 2004; Stolcke et al. 2000). Other applications of sentence classification technology include identifying rhetorical relations in legal documentation (Hachey and Grover 2005) or distinguishing subjective versus objective statements (Wiebe and Riloff 2005). Some recent approaches focus on the problem of assigning sentences to classes that represent an idea that might occur within an essay (Rosé et al. 2003; Rosé and VanLehn 2005). In all of these applications, the unit of analysis is typically a single utterance rather than a whole document, which has an impact on what solutions prove most successful. Because of this, more emphasis is made on the selection of highly predictive features, such as indicative grammatical relations or inclusion of unique or colorful words, than on the algorithms employed. For example, Wiebe and colleagues (2004) describe a series of in-depth explorations of a wide range of linguistic feature types. These investigations involve features derived from grammatical relations, simple lexical characteristics, and shallow extraction patterns. The idea has been to search for features that can be reliably extracted from text and that provide high precision clues for distinguishing subjective and objective sentences. Rosé and VanLehn (2005) describe a comparison of sentence level text classification using only word level features with one that makes use of word level features combined with grammatical relations extracted from the texts using the CARMEL interpretation framework (Rosé 2000).

In this article we will explore the use of a variety of commonly used types of features, which are also available in the publicly downloadable version of TagHelper tools¹, in

¹TagHelper tools can be downloaded from http://www.cs.cmu.edu/~cprose/TagHelper.html.
addition to some other special purpose features we will discuss later where we evaluate our feature based approach to exploiting context for increasing classification performance.

- **Punctuation.** Punctuation may be stripped out of the attribute space, or it can be used as a feature. Sometimes punctuation can be a useful predictor. For example, punctuation can be a proxy for the mood of a text, distinguishing questions like “you think the answer is that Michael does not like math?” from statements like “you think the answer is that Michael does not like math.” It can also be a marker of uncertainty. Furthermore, the inclusion of a comma might mark that a contribution is relatively more elaborated than one without a comma.

- **Unigrams and bigrams.** A unigram is a single word, and a bigram is a pair of words that appear next to one another. Unigrams are the most typical type of text feature. Bigrams may carry more information. They capture certain lexical distinctions such as the difference in meaning of the word *stable* between “stable attribution” and “horse stable”.

- **POS bigrams.** Part-of-speech bigrams are similar to the word bigrams discussed above except that instead of pairs of words, they are pairs of grammatical categories. They can be used as proxies for aspects of syntactic structure. Thus, they may be able to capture some stylistic information such as the distinction between “the answer, which is …” vs “which is the answer”.

- **Line length.** Oftentimes lengthy contributions in chat data contain elaborated explanations, which are important to detect in learning science research. Thus, length of contribution can sometimes serve as a proxy for depth or level of detail.

- **Contains non-stop word.** This flag can be a predictor of whether a conversational contribution is contentful or not, which can be useful when processing chat data rather than newsgroup style data. For example, making a distinction between contributions like “ok sure” versus “the attribution is internal and stable”. Often the categories that are appropriate for non-contentful contributions are distinct from those that apply to contentful ones. So this can be a useful distinguishing characteristic.

- **Stemming.** Stemming is a technique for removing inflection from words in order to allow some forms of generalization across lexical items, for example the words stable, stability, and stabilization all have the same lexical root.

- **Rare words.** Removing rarely occurring features is a simple way of stripping off features that are not likely to contribute to useful generalizations. This keeps the size of the feature space down, which aids in effective rule learning.

---

**The algorithmic approach** For coarse grained text categorization of large spans of text, such as whole documents or web pages, the primary focus has been on developing more and more powerful machine learning algorithms. Even in our case, where the spans of text are relatively small and the distinctions are in some cases fine grained and subtle, developing more powerful algorithms may have a substantial impact on performance. Here we review related work on developing effective algorithms for multi-class classification. We will explore two main lines of work on multi-class classification, both of which we will evaluate in this article. The first line of work focuses on approaches for effectively extending binary classification approaches into multi-class classification approaches. This type of approach necessitates resolving conflicts between individual binary classifiers that may provide contradicting predictions (Fuernkranz 2002). The second line of work is exploiting sequential dependencies between spans of text using sequential learning algorithms (Collins 2002; Lafferty et al. 2001).
As Fuernkranz (2002) describes the state-of-the-art in classification techniques, many contemporary learning algorithms are by nature binary, i.e., distinguishing between positive and negative examples, even though many real problems are multi-class classification tasks, i.e., distinguishing between many types of conversational contributions. The reason for the proliferation of binary classification techniques could be because of limitations inherent in popular classification algorithms or because of the prevailing paradigm for evaluating learning algorithms, which is that the goal is to learn a model from positive and negative examples. Generally, work on multi-class classification builds on and extends work on binary classification in different ways. In multi-class classification, the multi-class problem is broken down into multiple binary classification problems, and the solutions are then combined so that a single class label is assigned to a span of text. Below we describe our novel Confidence Restricted Cascaded Binary Classification approach (CR-CBC; Dönmez et al. 2005), which is a multi-class classification approach developed within this tradition.

As mentioned, another algorithmic approach that is relevant for our work is the recent development of sequential learning techniques (Lafferty et al. 2001; Collins 2002). These are approaches that attempt to gain discriminatory power by considering the context in which a span of text occurs, where the context is defined by the codes assigned to some number of previous spans of text. While this is a limited notion of context, it has proven useful for some discourse based classification tasks (e.g., Carvalho and Cohen 2005) because of the natural way in which it captures the notion of sequential relevance. Sequential relevance is the notion that one discourse act can set up the expectation than one or a small number of other discourse acts will be offered by a respondent either immediately or in close proximity to the initiating act (Schegloff and Sacks 1973). Specifically we experiment with the Collins Perceptron Learner (Collins 2002), which we have had success with in connection with a coding scheme designed to analyze synchronous tutorial dialogues, and which is a popularly used sequential learning algorithm. Because our most successful classification results have been with Support Vector Machines (SVM; Vapnik 1995), we also discuss results with an adaptation of the SVMstruct algorithm, which has been configured for sequential learning (Tsochantaridis et al. 2004).

Application of text classification approaches in CSCL

Very little work has been done so far on automating categorical corpus analysis within the CSCL community. However, in the broader field of educational technology, there has been quite a lot of research on using language technologies more generally, especially in the areas of automatic essay grading (Burstein et al. 1998, 2001; Page 1968; Page and Petersen 1995; Landauer and Dumais 1997; Foltz et al. 1998; Laham 2000) and tutorial dialogue systems (Graesser et al. 1998; Rosé et al. 2001; Aleven et al. 2003; Evens and Michael 2003; Litman et al. 2006; VanLehn et al. 2007). What is different about the work presented here is that we focus on an analysis of the process of conversation rather than the content.

Nevertheless, while the specific goals of our work encompass new problems within the field of CSCL, some notable first steps towards the more specific goal of automatic process analysis of conversational data have been made previously within that sphere. For example, Soller and Lesgold (2000) and Goodman and colleagues (2005) present work on automatically modeling the process of collaborative learning by detecting sequences of speech acts that indicate either success or failure in the collaborative process. Similarly, Cakir et al. (2005) present an approach for identifying sequential patterns in coded collaborative learning data. What is different about our approach is that we start with raw text and detect features within the text itself that are indicative of different local aspects of
the collaboration. Erkens and Janssen (2006) present an approach using “hand constructed” rules in Dutch for a single dimensional coding scheme consisting of 29 categories from five basic communication act types. While this work is no small achievement and has practical value, it is specific to a single coding scheme, and works only in Dutch. In contrast, we present a general approach where rules for novel coding schemes can be learned from tagged examples, which can rather easily be ported to additional languages. Thus, rather than presenting a competing approach, we present an approach that is distinct and complementary to that presented in prior work related to collaborative learning process analysis.

Obviously a fully-automatic or even semi-automatic system, which could support coding of the natural language corpus data, would facilitate and potentially improve categorical forms of corpus analysis. The analysis of discourse in studies on collaborative learning could be simplified and can potentially be made faster. The role of the researcher in the analysis of discourse processes can be reduced primarily to simply checking the automatic coding and making corrections if necessary, freeing researchers’ resources for other tasks that cannot easily be automated in the research process, like drawing conclusions from the automatic coding.

Methodological issues related to automatic corpus analysis

Automatic and semi-automatic process analysis is a relatively new direction for the field of CSCL, and as such requires some scrutiny from a methodological perspective. Important issues must be addressed such as validity, i.e., whether the automatic coding accomplished by the computer is really capturing the essence of what was intended by human analysts who designed the scheme, and reliability, i.e., how faithfully the automatic codes match those of expert human analysts. These are important issues if this automatic coding is to be used to draw conclusions with respect to important research questions related to collaborative processes. Issues of efficiency must also be addressed. Because some hand coded data must be provided to train the prediction models, and because some codes cannot currently be assigned reliably even with substantial training data, which necessitates checking the automatically coded data for errors, it is prudent to consider how to identify the circumstances under which a substantial savings of time and effort can be achieved using automatic text processing support, and in which circumstances it is preferable to conduct the analysis manually.

Validity

When human coders apply categorical coding schemes, they bring insights with them from their human intellect. Human language is highly complex, encoding meaning on multiple levels, and carrying very subtle nuances that are difficult to formally capture with a rule-based model. Interpretation of language involves using cultural sensitivity to style and lexical choice, applying world knowledge, integrating meaning across spans of text, and often making inferences about what is implied in addition to what is literally stated. In contrast, regardless of approach, machine coding will always be based on rigid rules that are necessarily an over-simplification of the reasoning processes that humans rely on for their interpretation. Note that word counting approaches such as LIWC, which were discussed earlier, are an extreme case of this over-simplification. This simplification threatens the face validity of the coding that can be accomplished automatically because
this word based approach may not be measuring what it is purported to be measuring. Using an example from our own work, we have used LIWC to examine the language behavior of five different tutors who participated in a series of calculus problem solving studies (Gweon et al. 2006). We evaluated tutor effectiveness by comparing them with respect to the average learning gains of the students they tutored. Based on this analysis, we determined that the more effective tutors scored higher on LIWC’s confidence scale. When we examined which words from the tutors’ contributions the associated LIWC word list was matching against, the most frequent word was “factor”, which came up inside discussions about algebra. Thus, the LIWC confidence scale was not ranking tutors based on their confidence at all, but rather their tendency to supplement their calculus tutoring with basic algebra concepts such as factoring. Thus, word counting approaches like LIWC that make their assessment based on individual words taken out of context should be used with caution. We see from our calculus example that they are not guaranteed to reflect accurately the mental states they were designed to assess.

On the other hand, in order to achieve acceptable human agreement with application of categorical coding schemes, it is often necessary to limit both the extent that context is taken into account and the extent to which inferences are made beyond what is literally stated in text. Thus, even with this type of analysis, there may be similar validity concerns since important nuances from distant context may be missed. By explicitly reflecting upon the extent to which subjectivity is used in making judgments, one can evaluate the extent to which this concern threatens the validity of the coding that can be achieved automatically. This suggests that analysts should carefully consider the level of subjectivity in their judgment when deciding whether to rely on automatic coding support.

The primary issue that raises questions with respect to validity in automatic coding is that the cognitive process by which human analysts assign labels to spans of text according to a human designed categorical coding scheme can never fully be replicated by a computer. Because of this, even when an acceptable level of agreement is reached between a human coder and an automatic coder, it will likely be true that the cases where humans are most likely to disagree with each other are not the same as those where a computer is most likely to disagree with a human. In our experiments, computer algorithms make some mistakes that would be highly unlikely to be made by a human, while it is also true conversely that they are able to detect subtle regularities in judgments that would go unnoticed by a human analyst. This may have implications for the conclusions that will be drawn from the automatic coding. Logically, however, one must consider that the number of cases where idiosyncratic errors occur in automatic coding must necessarily be small in those cases where agreement between human coders and automatic coders is high. Thus, while it will always be the case that automatic coders follow a different process from the cognitive processes human coders engage in, we can address this potential threat to validity by seeking to increase the reliability of the automatic coding. Furthermore, one can explicitly evaluate where these disagreements are occurring during a validation stage in the analysis process and use this error analysis as a basis for determining whether it is safe to believe the conclusions that are drawn from the automatic coding. Note that human coding can also suffer from similar validity issues, especially in cases of “over training”, where coders rely on very shallow text features in order to artificially boost their level of agreement with other human coders.

In the remainder of this section we explore some specific aspects of our coding scheme where issues of validity are raised. These are meant to serve as examples of the type of consideration that is needed when considering an automatic coding approach.
Ontological versus linguistic consistency: The epistemic dimension In the running example on process analysis of argumentative knowledge construction, the discourse data were coded on multiple dimensions using the coding scheme discussed earlier (Weinberger and Fischer 2006). Here we discuss specifically how it was coded with regard to the epistemic activity dimension. On this dimension, argumentative knowledge construction processes are analyzed with respect to the questions of how learners work on the task, including information on what content they are referring to. Thus, this is necessarily dependent to some extent on the specific task that this coding scheme was designed for. Categories are defined in terms of task specific knowledge. One important distinction on the epistemic activity dimension is to what extent learners work on the task or digress off task. There were 35 separate categories on this dimension, 18 of which have 10 or fewer instances in the corpus of 1,250 segments, which is less than a tenth of one percent of the corpus. The design of the set of codes on this dimension followed from the idea that in order to solve a problem, learners may need to construct a problem space, construct a conceptual space, and construct relations between the conceptual and problem space.

With the construction of the problem space, learners are to acquire an understanding of the pedagogical content knowledge related to the problem they are working on. Therefore, this dimension was coded to indicate when learners select and elaborate individual components of the problem case information. The construction of the conceptual space serves to communicate an understanding of the theory they are learning, in this case specifically Attribution Theory. Thus, most of the categories on this dimension correspond to a specific pair of concepts. When learners connect individual theoretical concepts or distinguish them from one another, the code associated with this pairing of ideas is assigned to their contribution. The construction of relations between conceptual and problem space indicates to what extent learners are able to apply theoretical concepts adequately. This code was assigned to segments including concept-problem information pairs (i.e., one item from the problem space and one item from the conceptual space). Overall, 27 different relations between conceptual and problem space were distinguished in the coding scheme.

While 27 of the classes in the Epistemic dimension represented specific content expressed connecting evidence from case studies with concepts from the theory students were applying to their analysis, some of the remaining categories were very differently construed. For example, one category was created to indicate off-topic conversation, and another was for epistemic activity that included concepts not specifically related to the given theory. On a linguistic level, these epistemic activities might look highly different but nevertheless belong to the same category. For instance, “In my opinion, the parents exemplify something through their own life. The son Michael imitates this by model-based learning.” and “Michael simply has no interest in Math” would both be coded with the same category although their meaning is very different. Within both sentences, a theoretical concept (model-based learning vs interest) is used to explain Michael’s actions. However, these concepts are not part of the conceptual space related to Attribution Theory, which the students were supposed to be applying. These theoretical concepts were derived from prior-knowledge instead of deduced from the learning material in the current unit. Therefore, they were coded as “application of prior-knowledge concepts to case information”.

The difficult classes were those defined by what they were not rather than what they were. They did not refer to a specific topic or idea. From a linguistic standpoint, these categories are defined quite differently from the other 27, although ontologically they all belong on the epistemic dimension. Because of this, it is these categories that are most difficult to achieve an acceptable level of performance with automatic coding. For example, learners may draw on a broad range of prior knowledge and experiences, which are hard to predict, charter, and
integrate into the model that is being trained by the machine learning algorithms. What they are capable of doing is recognizing indications of typical applications of prior knowledge that were labeled as such in the training data. Thus, to the extent that students are consistent about which prior knowledge they apply, and to the extent that they express this in consistent ways, the trained model may appear to be functioning properly. But the trained models will break down in cases where students possess unusual prior knowledge that will enable them to contribute unique ideas not appearing in the training data. A human analyst familiar with the domain would easily recognize these as applications of prior knowledge, but an automatic model would not be capable of this.

Context dependence: The social dimension The social modes of co-construction dimension indicates to what degree or in what ways learners refer to the contributions of their learning partners (see Weinberger and Fischer 2006). In this dimension there are five types of social modes with an increasing degree of referring to the contribution of their learning partners, namely externalization, elicitation, quick consensus building, integration-oriented consensus building, and conflict-oriented consensus building. The prevalence of the type of referring behavior where students build on one another’s ideas has been found to be positively correlated with outcomes of collaborative knowledge construction (Teasley 1997). Learners may explicate their knowledge, e.g., by contributing a new analysis of a problem case. *Externalizations* are statements introducing only new ideas or topics, and neither refer to preceding contributions of peers nor aim to elicit information from the learning partners. Learners may use the learning partner as a resource and seek information (*elicitation*) within the discourse in order to better analyze a problem case. There are different styles of reaching consensus, however. *Quick consensus building* means that learners accept the contributions of their partner prematurely without any discussion. *Integration-oriented consensus building*, in contrast, means that learners approximate and integrate each other’s perspective, synthesize their ideas, and jointly try to make sense of a task. *Conflict-oriented consensus building* takes place when learners critically negotiate perspectives in objecting or rejecting the contributions of their partners during the process of consensus building. The 5 general categories on the social modes dimension subsume 21 more specific categories, seven of which have ten or fewer instances in the corpus. These seven categories with fewer than ten instances in this corpus represent less than a tenth of one percent of the corpus altogether. Therefore, also an aggregated version of the coding scheme for this dimension was used in our experiments. In the aggregated version each of the main categories of the social modes of co-construction dimension subsume between two to six more specific categories from the original, more fine-grained version.

There are several issues related to distinguishing categories on this dimension that are potentially challenging for automated process analyses. One difficulty arises from the fact that the degree to which learning partners refer to the contributions of their learning partners obviously depends much on what has been contributed before. For example, the contribution “Michael simply is lazy!” is an externalization when in an initiating contribution. However, if this sentence is in response to “Michael believes that he is not talented”, the same sentence is coded as conflict-oriented consensus building. Furthermore, the same sentence would be coded as quick consensus building if it is in response to “The reason in the case of Michael in fact is laziness”, because the repetition is a kind of acceptance. In addition, instances of integration-oriented and conflict-oriented consensus building can differ very subtly from one another. For example, “It is his laziness, but lack of talent would also fit” would normally be coded as
integration-oriented consensus-building, but not if a partner simply suggested that laziness should be considered as in “It is his laziness, lack of talent would fit less well”.

In the simplest automatic approaches, single segments of text are considered in isolation when assigning a code automatically. Thus, the model by which codes are assigned automatically does not have access to the primary knowledge that a human would rely upon to make the distinction. Instead, the trained model relies entirely upon regularities in how text segments are coded in the training data. Thus, the trained model may be able to pick up the subtle cues that distinguish “but lack of talent would also fit” from “lack of talent would fit less well”, but would not be able to distinguish cases where the context would dictate that “Michael is simply lazy!” should be an externalization instead of conflict-oriented consensus building. To the extent that regularities are found in the order in which ideas tend to be contributed to group discussions and pieces of evidence tend to emerge in specific contexts, a sequential learning approach may achieve a certain level of performance with a simple representation of the text, although the process by which codes are assigned is entirely different from that of the human process. Because of these limitations, a simple classification approach that only considers characteristics of individual text segments out of context in the construction of the feature space may not achieve an acceptable level of performance.

Reliability

Because achieving high reliability is one way of safeguarding against the threats to validity discussed in the previous section, reliability of coding is explicitly measured and scrutinized as part of our methodology. Reliability of categorical coding schemes is typically evaluated using the Kappa statistic (Cohen 1960), which measures the amount of agreement there is between two codings of the same data, controlling for agreement by chance. Standards for acceptable levels of agreement differ between sub-communities of behavioral researchers. A Kappa value of 0.4 is an acceptable level of agreement according to Fleiss and Cohen (1973). However, that is substantially lower than the more typical standard of 0.8 or at least 0.7, which is advocated by Krippendorff (1980). We advocate upholding Krippendorff’s more stringent standard of reliability with automatic coding because of the possible threats to validity discussed above. Recently Krippendorff (2004) has criticized the usage of Kappa in cases where the distribution of categories is very different between coders since in this case, the Kappa value will tend to appear higher than is justified. Nevertheless, where Kappa values are high, and percent agreement is even higher, any differences in distribution of categories will normally be small in magnitude. Because Cohen’s Kappa is used in most of the studies in CSCL, we prefer this indicator if the preconditions are fulfilled. And indeed, in our experiments reported in this paper, we verified that the magnitude of any differences in distribution of categories between the gold standard coding and the automatically generated codes was negligible. Nevertheless, use of other metrics that do not fall prey to the same shortcomings is also advisable.

High reliability in coding may be achieved in at least two ways. One is by making the technology more accurate. The other is by checking over and possibly correcting some or all of the automatically coded data to ensure that it has been coded in a reasonable way. This second approach clearly comes with a practical cost in terms of time, which we will address explicitly in the next subsection. But it raises other questions as well in terms of a potential negative bias that may be introduced in the mind of a human coder when exposed to the errorful automatic coding, to the extent that they may be more inclined to leave a
code unchanged unless they are certain that it is incorrect. These concerns have been explored in Gweon et al. (2005). Gweon et al. (2005) present a lab study in which they compare analysts coding texts with no predicted codes with analysts correcting codes where a random sampling of 50% of the texts were coded correctly, and the other 50% were coded with a randomly selected incorrect code. The performance of the analysts in the two conditions was compared with respect to speed and accuracy. While there was no detectable difference in coding speed, there was a significantly higher accuracy in the case of the analysts that were provided with automatic coding predictions, although these automatically provided predictions were wrong 50% of the time. Nevertheless, while these are encouraging results, since the coding scheme used in the Gweon et al. study was considerably simpler than the Weinberger and Fischer coding scheme, it is possible that the results would not generalize completely. Further experimentation is necessary to completely eliminate the concern that under some circumstances a negative bias could be introduced by providing analysts with erroneous predicted codings. However, these results do provide some reassurance that incorrect predictions can be detected and corrected by human analysts.

Efficiency

Since efficiency is the primary motivation for automatic corpus analysis, efficiency should always be seriously evaluated when selecting between a fully manual approach, a fully automatic approach, or a semi-automatic analysis approach. Efficiency must be taken into account at three stages in the process, namely the stage at which some training data is coded by hand, the stage at which the reliability of the coding is checked, and at the stage when automatically coded data is checked and potentially corrected. If the first option of a fully manual approach is not to be selected, the total amount of time spent with these three activities should not exceed the amount of time it would take to code the entire corpus by hand. For fully automatic coding, more time will typically be spent in the first stage than in the case where automatic coding will be checked and possibly corrected since more training data is required to build a model that achieves a high enough level of reliability. While more time is spent in the initial phase, the pay-off comes later since any amount of additional data can then be coded with no human effort. In this case, the big payoff comes when many studies are conducted with the same materials or the same coding scheme. In the other case where it is assumed that a human analyst will check and correct the automatic coding, less time is typically spent in the initial phase.

Gweon et al. (2005) found that with a specific type of menu-based coding interface where the automatic predictions may be viewed at all times and changed with a simple menu selection, the break even point for checking and correcting codes was 50%. The amount of time that was saved from simply checking a code rather than coding from scratch was the same as the amount of time that was wasted if a checked code turned out to be incorrect and needed to be corrected. Typically 50% coding accuracy is not difficult to achieve with automatic classification technology. Thus, normally some advantage can be achieved with automatic predictions with a relatively small investment in time to set up the training data. The magnitude of that advantage depends upon the proportion of data coded by hand as well as the accuracy of the resulting prediction model. The exact amount of hand coded data required varies depending upon the composition of the training data. If the patterns in the data that characterize the desired distinctions are very consistent, then less hand coding is typically required. In cases where the coding scheme is much more complex, or the patterns are highly idiosyncratic, then more hand coding is typically required.
An analyst need not commit prematurely to one or the other of these approaches. Rather, an analyst may code a portion of data and then automatically code the remainder of the data using the trained model. That analyst may then choose to check and correct only a subset of the automatically coded data. That corrected data can then be added to the training set to create a larger training set, which can then be used to train a more accurate prediction model to use to replace the codes on unchecked data. This “bootstrapping” approach can be used to limit the amount of data that must be coded by hand to the minimum required to achieve an acceptable performance even in the case where this amount cannot be determined a priori. Additional data can be coded by hand in small increments until an acceptable performance is reached.

A novel algorithmic approach for avoiding mistakes on difficult cases

Applying automatic text classification technology to coding schemes such as the Weinberger and Fischer (2006) coding scheme comes with challenges beyond those typically faced in prior applications of text classification technology to problems such as dialogue act tagging mentioned earlier. Typically, the coding schemes developed for collaborative process analysis are primarily motivated by theoretical considerations and may be dependent to some extent on contextual features related to the task or tasks they were designed in connection with. This top-down approach provides a solid foundation for defining what the categories should be and what they mean. However, there are challenges that come from a theoretical rather than an empirical foundation for the design of categories. In particular, some of the categories of conversational events may never or rarely occur in the actual data.

The typical approach taken within the computational linguistics community in the work related to dialogue act tagging has conversely been far more empirical. Although the abstract idea of a speech act is a general linguistic notion motivated by theory, in practice the set of dialogue acts that have been the target of computational linguistics work on dialogue act tagging have been largely empirically motivated. Thus, the problem of skewed distributions of coding categories, which is already a problem in connection with tasks such as dialogue act tagging, is nevertheless less of an issue than it is in tasks such as automatic collaborative learning process analysis. Other challenges have already been outlined above (see section “Methodological issues related to automatic corpus analysis”). Thus automatic process analysis is far from a trivial application of text classification technology. In this section we discuss how we have addressed some of the technical challenges we have faced in our work. We began our exploration using as a test-bed the Minorthird text-learning toolkit (Cohen 2004), which contains a large collection of configurable machine learning algorithms that can be applied to text classification tasks. In our later experiments leading up to the development of the current TagHelper tools package, we have also used the Weka toolkit (Witten and Frank 2005). These two toolsets have provided a convenient framework in which to conduct our research. We measure our success in terms of agreement with the hand-coded gold standard corpus with the help of the Kappa statistic as an accepted standard for measuring coding reliability. Our criterion for success is reaching a level of agreement with a gold standard as measured by Cohen’s Kappa that is 0.7 or higher, since this is a recognized and rather high cut-off criterion for acceptability in terms of reliability of coding in behavioral research communities. We discuss this issue in greater depth in section “Methodological issues related to automatic corpus analysis.”
The first technique we developed and evaluated in our previous work (Dönmez et al. 2005) was aimed at improving the accuracy of an algorithm referred to as the Voted Perceptron classification algorithm. Voted perceptrons are known to perform well on text, as are Support Vector Machines (SVMs), which we make use of in the work we report later in the paper. For purposes of this paper, it is not necessary for readers to understand the details of these two algorithms. What is important to note is that our novel classification algorithm, which we refer to as cascaded binary classification (CBC) (Dönmez et al. 2005), uses the voted perceptron algorithm as a building block. In this approach, we apply the binary classifiers according to their rank order in terms of accuracy over a separate set of data, and assign a code corresponding to the first binary classifier in the rank ordering that predicts positive. One can think of this as an approach to avoiding errors on low frequency classes or classes where there is a high likelihood of making a mistake.

The baseline approach of standard Voted Perceptron classification achieved an acceptable Kappa value with respect to dimensions macro-level of argumentation ($\kappa = 0.70$), reaction ($\kappa = 0.84$), appropriateness of the response to prompts in the learning environment ($\kappa = 0.70$), and quoted ($\kappa = 0.91$). Further, early explorations of the cascaded binary classification algorithm showed some improvement on the dimension of the micro-level of argumentation ($\kappa = 0.76$). The epistemic dimension ($\kappa = 0.49$) and the dimension of the social modes of co-construction ($\kappa = 0.55$) remained recalcitrant. A further finding was that it was possible to increase our reliability on these two dimensions by only committing a code to the subset of data where the most reliable classifiers predicted positive identification. We refer to this modified approach as Confidence Restricted Cascaded Binary Classification (CR-CBC). With this approach, we were able to achieve a kappa of 0.68 on the social modes of co-construction dimension over just the subset of data (50%) where a code was assigned. However, the severe limitation of that approach was that we were not able to identify the most important codes on that dimension in the data, nor were we able to assign a code to half of the data. Thus, while the cascaded binary classification approach showed promise for reducing the amount of time it would take a human to code the data, it would not be acceptable for on-line monitoring of collaborative learning interactions. If an approach like this were used that missed the most important codes, at best it would not present useful information from its on-line monitoring, and at worst it would present a misleading view of the interactions it was processing.

### Evaluating a feature based and algorithm based approach to exploiting context in automatic coding

On the social modes of co-construction dimension where the definitions of the categories refer to the context in which a text segment appears, the purely algorithmic approach discussed in the previous section failed to serve as a satisfying solution, especially with respect to the ultimate goal of using on-line analysis to trigger adaptive interventions to support collaborative learning. We conjectured that the reason why we failed to find a fully satisfying solution in a purely algorithmic approach was that the codes on the most recalcitrant dimensions must rely on making inferences from the context in which a segment of text appears. In this section we explore ways in which we can leverage the context in the automatic analysis. Clearly it is not practical to attempt to take context into account in a formal way by computing every possible logical connection between each span of text and every preceding span in search of connections. Here we report on our experimentation with two main ways of using context information, one involving an
extension to the feature space used and the other employing an extension of the basic algorithmic approach.

What we mean by feature space is the set of features extracted from the texts that we provide to the classification algorithms to use in making their predictions. For example, a feature space consisting of only unigram features, would have a feature corresponding to each word that ever occurred in the corpus. For each instance in the data, the value of each feature would be one if the corresponding word ever occurred in the corresponding span of text and zero otherwise. This manner of representing texts with collections or vectors of features is familiar within the computational linguistics community, but may be far less familiar to readers from the CSCL community.

In all experiments presented in this section, we employ a consistent methodology of tenfold cross-validation, which is a standard evaluation methodology in the computational linguistics community. In this approach, we first divide the data into 10 subsets, where each data point is randomly assigned to one of the ten subsets. Each of the ten subsets are then used in turn as testing data, with the other nine subsets concatenated together and used as training data. In this way, we can use the maximum amount of data for training and yet avoid testing on the same data we trained on. A simple feature selection algorithm called chi-squared attribute selection is applied to the training data on each iteration to rank the features. The top 100 of these features are used as input to the training algorithm to build the model that is then applied to the testing set. Narrowing down the set of features provided to the classification algorithm is a good way to bias it to learn general rules. The average performance over the whole set of data is then computed by averaging the performance obtained using this methodology on each of the 10 testing iterations. In order to reduce variance due to idiosyncrasies in random distribution of data into the ten subsets used for cross-validation, we perform this cross-validation ten times, and average performance across these ten runs.

In the remainder of this section we present our process of first selecting a baseline classification algorithm, then selecting the composition of a baseline feature space, and then systematically comparing the contribution of a subset of novel context based features in comparison with an algorithmic approach to leveraging context. This same decision making process could be used by readers in their own exploration using tools such as TagHelper tools with their own data and their own coding scheme. As a methodological point the reader should keep in mind that there is a danger in using the same set of data in repeated rounds of experimentation in this way that the resulting configuration could in some way be tuned to idiosyncrasies of the set of data used in the experimentation. Thus, as an added validation step to ensure the generality of the result, it is prudent to evaluate the resulting configuration on a completely independent set of data if one is available. In the absence of such a validation, the reader should keep in mind that the absolute value of the level of performance achieved may appear slightly higher than it would be on a completely independent set of data. Nevertheless, all of our comparisons reported here are valid with respect to the relative performance between approaches since in all cases, all factors other than what is being manipulated are held constant.

Note that for the experiments in this section, we have utilized an aggregated version of the social modes of co-construction dimension of the coding scheme. These aggregated codes refer to the five alternative forms of consensus building behavior discussed in “Context dependence: the social dimension”. Further, we would like to note that in our experiments reported in this paper, we verified that the magnitude of any differences in distribution of categories between the gold standard coding and the automatically generated codes was negligible. Hence, we prefer Cohen’s kappa, which is broadly used.
in research in CSCL, instead of using the more seldom Krippendorf’s alpha for our reliability tests.

Baseline results

We begin by exploring the best performance we can get with these three standard classification algorithms across all seven dimensions using the simplest possible feature space, specifically a feature space composed of unigram features, which were defined earlier in the article as features that correspond to single words found in the texts. We have used three standard classification algorithms that are widely available in off-the-shelf machine learning packages, including both the Minorthird and Weka packages we have used for our own experimentation, namely Naïve Bayes (NB), the Weka implementation of support vector machines, which is referred to as SMO, and decision trees (DT). These algorithms are straightforward to apply and produce models that can be examined in order to determine which pieces of information were useful in making their classifications. They also work well on a variety of types of data that we have experimented with. While these algorithms are powerful, this is not enough to achieve good performance. Beyond this, what is needed is a good set of features. In other words, features that are strongly predictive and general enough that they can be used to build effective classification rules. Figure 1 displays the relative performance of the three standard algorithms over the seven different dimensions of the coding scheme. Table 1 contains the mean and standard deviation of the best performing of these three algorithms over each of the seven dimensions. The lowest performing dimension is the social modes of co-construction dimension. Note that with this simple feature space representation, we only achieve an acceptable kappa on three dimensions.

The performance statistics displayed in Fig. 1 were computed using the simplest possible feature space. However, as described previously in the article, TagHelper tools provides
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**Fig. 1** This bar chart displays the performance in terms of kappa agreement between human assigned codes and automatically generated codes on all seven dimensions of the Weinberger and Fischer coding scheme using Naïve Bayes (NB), support vector machines (SMO), and decision trees (DT). The standard deviation in all cases is less than 0.01.
functionality for customizing the feature space. A typical approach is to experiment with a broad range of combinations of available features to determine which combination provides the classification algorithms with the most leverage. This serves two purposes. First, it gives the algorithms the best advantage in terms of performance. And second, examining which types of features provide the best computational advantage can provide information about the nature of the data since features that provide leverage are features that distinguish data in one class from data in another class.

Using the functionality readily available on the TagHelper tools interface, we were able to compare performance with eight different feature spaces, as displayed in Fig. 2. This set of eight different combinations of types of features, all of which can be extracted from texts using TagHelper tools, systematically samples the space of possibilities in a broad but shallow manner. This broad sampling approach allows us to quickly find an effective combination of types of features made available by TagHelper tools. Those eight feature spaces include: Unigrams, Unigrams plus a line length feature, Unigrams plus part-of-speech bigrams, unigrams plus bigrams, unigrams plus punctuation, unigrams with

Table 1  Best average kappa obtained using support vector machines (SMO) or decision trees (DT), using the top 100 unigram features on each of the seven dimensions of the Weinberger and Fischer (2006) coding scheme

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dimension</th>
<th>Used algorithm</th>
<th>Best average kappa</th>
<th>Standard deviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Epistemic activity</td>
<td>SMO</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Micro-level of argumentation</td>
<td>SMO</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.034</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Macro-level of argumentation</td>
<td>SMO</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social modes of co-construction</td>
<td>SMO</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reaction</td>
<td>DT</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Response to prompts</td>
<td>DT</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quoted discourse</td>
<td>SMO</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.009</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Interrater Agreement of Human-Assigned Codes and Automatically Assigned Codes on the Dimension of Social Modes of Co-Construction with Different Feature Spaces

Fig. 2  This bar chart displays level of performance achieved by support vector machines (SMO) on the social-modes of co-construction dimension using alternative feature sets constructed with TagHelper tools. The standard deviation in all cases is less than 0.01
stemming, unigrams with rare features removed, and unigrams plus the length feature with rare features removed. We see here that adding bigrams substantially reduces performance. This is most likely because there are many more bigram features than unigram features, so each one is relatively rare, making generalization more difficult. However, despite not being very useful in this specific case, they substantially increase the feature space size. Normally, a substantial increase in feature space size will make it more difficult for the algorithm to converge on an effective model unless the added features have high predictive value. From this exploration, we settle on unigrams plus punctuation as our set of base features to use for experimentation in the remainder of this section.

The focus of our experimentation in this section is leveraging the context in which a span of text occurs in order to increase the performance of the automatic corpus analysis. The dimension of the social-modes of co-construction, and the dimensions of the macro-level and micro-level of argumentation are those in which one can imagine context playing an important role in classification. While the categories on the epistemic dimension can be determined rather independently of features other than those that could by found in the very same segment, the remaining three dimensions may benefit from additional context-based features. Thus, we investigate alternative approaches for leveraging context across all three of these dimensions. From a scientific standpoint, this comparison across dimensions is interesting since these dimensions may refer to the context of a segment of text in different ways. And thus, it may be the case that the approach that works best on each of these dimensions will differ. We will begin with an illustration of why this might be the case. Figure 3 presents an example thread with two messages, each contributed by a different student. Within each message we see multiple segments, each of which are assigned a code on three different dimensions that we are concerned with in this section, namely social-modes of co-construction, macro-level of argumentation, and micro-level of argumentation. The first two segments, contributed by Robin, constitute one message,

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Social Modes</th>
<th>Macro</th>
<th>Micro</th>
<th>Text</th>
<th>German</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Robin</td>
<td>Externalization</td>
<td>Argument</td>
<td>Claim</td>
<td>Michael blames his poor achievements on a lack of giftedness in mathematics.</td>
<td>Michael macht seine mangelnde Begabung auf dem Gebiet der Mathematik fuer seine dauerhaft schlechten Leistungen verantwortlich Daraus kann man folgern dass hier eine internal stabile Attribution stattfindet Internal weil sie im Schueler selbst lokalisiert ist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robin</td>
<td>Externalization</td>
<td>Argument</td>
<td>Warrant</td>
<td>From this one can conclude that his attribution is internal and stable. Internal because it comes from within himself. And stable because it is something that can’t be changed.</td>
<td>&gt;&gt;&gt; Michael macht seine mangelnde Begabung auf dem &gt;&gt; Gebiet der Mathematik fuer seine dauerhaft schlechten &gt;&gt; Leistungen verantwortlich Daraus kann man folgern dass hier &gt;&gt;&gt; eine internal stabile Attribution stattfindet &gt;&gt;&gt; Internal weil sie im Schulel Wer war fuer eine Bearbeitung Respekt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cornelia</td>
<td>Quote</td>
<td>Quote</td>
<td>Quote</td>
<td>&gt; Michael blames his poor achievements on a lack of giftedness in mathematics. From this one can conclude that his attribution is internal and stable. Internal because it comes from within himself. And stable because it is something that can’t be changed.</td>
<td>&gt;&gt;&gt; Michael macht seine mangelnde Begabung auf dem &gt;&gt;&gt; Gebiet der Mathematik fuer seine dauerhaft schlechten &gt;&gt;&gt; Leistungen verantwortlich Daraus kann man folgern dass hier &gt;&gt;&gt; eine internal stabile Attribution stattfindet &gt;&gt;&gt; Internal weil sie im Schulel Wer war fuer eine Bearbeitung Respekt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cornelia</td>
<td>Quick consensus</td>
<td>Non-argumentative: Evaluation Integration</td>
<td>Nothing</td>
<td>Wow, that was a really good work. Right on!</td>
<td>Aus dem Fall konnte ich aber nicht direkt ableiten dass Michael die Aufgaben fuer zu schwer haelt ich dachte eher dass er sich egal was fuer eine Aufgabenstellung einfach fuer zu doof fuer Matha haelt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cornelia</td>
<td>Conflict-oriented</td>
<td>Non-argumentative: Planning</td>
<td>Claim</td>
<td>From the case I could not however directly infer that Michael thinks the task is too difficult for him. Instead I thought Michael thinks that he is too dumb for mathematics.</td>
<td>Deswegen habe ich das auch nicht in meine Bearbeitung eingefuegt</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 3 Example coded segment of text consisting of two messages, namely a thread initial message consisting of two segments, and a child message consisting of five segments
which is a thread initial message. The second two segments, contributed by Cornelia, constitute a second message, which is a child message of the first message.

If we examine the texts of the segments as well as the codes assigned on the three dimensions, we see that in some cases, there is enough evidence in the linguistic structure of a text segment itself to determine what would be a reasonable code to assign. For example, note that the Integration that is in the third segment of Robin’s message is identifiable as such even out of context because of the linguistic markers that flag it as such. However, other determinations require considering the context in which a segment appears. For example, because Robin’s message is a thread initial message, the contributions cannot be building on those of the learning partners, so these must count as externalizations on the social-modes of co-construction dimension. Thus, there are constraints that come from where a message appears within the thread structure. Furthermore, some constraints appear to result from the sequential placement of segments within a message. For example, the assignment of the first two segments to claim and warrant, rather than the reverse, namely warrant and then claim may largely be due to the ordering of those two segments. We assume the second segment is meant to support the first. Additionally, it requires considering the relationship between the segment and the context to identify Cornelia’s third segment as being conflict-oriented. In a different context, such as when a learning partner suggested that some content was not appropriate to include in a case analysis, this could signal agreement rather than disagreement.

Structure of the data

Let us now consider the structure of the data we are working with, which enables us to leverage context in different ways. Figure 4 illustrates the two level structure of our newsgroup style data. The circles represent messages, and the lines represent parent-child relationships between messages in the threaded discussion board. The bubbles attached to some circles display a close up view of the text contained within the attached messages represented by the circles. Notice that the message from Cornelia responds to the message from Robin, and thus is further down the thread structure from it.

As indicated within the bubbles that present a close up view of the message texts, each message is composed of several segments. In our coding methodology, each message is segmented into spans of text referred to as epistemic units (Weinberger and Fischer 2006). As already discussed above, each of these units of text is then assigned one code from each of seven dimensions in our multi-dimensional coding scheme. Thus, each message potentially has a sequence of codes on each dimension, one code per dimension for each unit of text. Thus, there are two levels of context information in the structured data that we have. First, there is the course grained thread structure, with parent-child relationships between messages. And secondly, there is the sequence of codes that are assigned to units of text within a message. We draw upon both of these sources of context information in our approach.

Feature based approach

Thread structure features One of the contributions of our work is the construction of novel types of features that can be extracted from our newsgroup style data, and which reflect the threaded structure of that data. A similar previous approach is one where hand-coded annotations reflecting discourse structure were used to improve performance on a dialogue act tagging task (Serafin and Di Eugenio 2004). The simplest context-oriented feature we can add based on the threaded structure is a number indicating the depth in the thread where a message appears. We refer to this feature as depth. This is expected to improve
performance somewhat since some codes within the aggregated version of the social modes of co-construction coding dimension never appear in thread initial messages. Other context oriented features related to the thread structure are derived from relationships between spans of text appearing in the parent and child messages. One such feature is meant to indicate how semantically related a span of text is to the spans of text in the messages higher up on the thread that were posted by other participants. This is computed using a simple vector similarity measure referred to as the cosine distance between the vector representation of the span of text and that of each of the spans of text in the parent message or any message higher up on the thread. The value of this feature is the smallest such distance. This feature can be thought of as indicating how related the current span of text is to something in the discourse context contributed by a different student.

Sequence-oriented features

We hypothesized that the sequence of codes of the aggregated version of the social modes of co-construction dimension within a message follows a semi-regular structure, as illustrated in Fig. 5.

In particular, the CSCL environment inserts prompts into the message buffer that students use. Students fill in text underneath these prompts. Sometimes they quote material from a previous message before inserting their own comments. We hypothesized that
whether or not a piece of quoted material appears before a span of text might influence what code of the aggregated version of the social modes of co-construction dimension is appropriate. Thus, we constructed the $\textit{fsm}$ feature, which indicates the state of a simple finite-state automaton that only has two states. The automaton is set to initial state ($q_0$) at the top of a message. It makes a transition to state ($q_1$) when it encounters a quoted span of text. Once in state ($q_1$), the automaton remains in this state until it encounters a prompt. On encountering a prompt it makes a transition back to the initial state ($q_0$). The purpose of this is to indicate places where student comments fall between quoted material and the next prompt, since these are regions where students are likely to make a comment in reference to something another student has already said. In Fig. 5, the segments that correspond to this state are circled.

Table 2 presents a summary of our predictions about which ways of leveraging context would be effective on which dimensions, and which ways proved to be effective in practice, respectively.

\textit{Evaluating context-oriented features} The final feature space representation combines features provided by TagHelper tools in addition to the context oriented features described above. Our evaluation demonstrates that our proposed context oriented-features can increase kappa statistics in predicting the aggregated version of the social modes of co-construction dimension. For this evaluation, we compared the same classification algorithm with four different sets of features. One is only trained with the baseline features extracted directly from TagHelper tools that we determined as a first step in our decision making process to be the best choice for a baseline set of features. Three other feature spaces evaluated here include one that include the thread structure features, one that includes the

![Fig. 5 This figure displays the structure of a message. Note that there are three types of spans of text, namely prompts (from the collaboration script), quotes (from previous messages on the thread), and text (new segments contributed in the message). The circled portion is a region where the text is likely to refer to previously contributed segment of text, since it occurs underneath a quote.](image)
sequence-oriented features, and one that includes both. This allows us to test the hypotheses expressed above regarding the separate effects of the two types of context based features we have created. We predicted that both forms of context based features would yield a significant improvement on the social modes of co-construction dimension. However, we predicted that on the two argumentation dimensions that thread structure features would have relatively little effect. In contrast, we expected that we would see an effect of the sequence oriented feature on the two argumentation dimensions because our impression of the data was that there were typical ways in which parts of complex arguments were arranged into logical sequences. The results showed significant improvements from both types of features, however not all of our predictions turned out to be correct, as displayed in Table 2, which highlights the importance of an experimental approach in applying text classification technology in a specific context. An experimental process offers new insight into the composition of ones data and reveals places where intuition may turn out to be incorrect.

To run our evaluation, we used Weka's implementation of support vector machines, which is referred to as SMO (Witten and Frank 2005). Results are shown in Fig. 6.

We can see that the kappa value increases from 0.52 to 0.69 on the social modes of co-construction dimension. All pairwise contrasts were statistically significant. The best result included all of the context based features, but the biggest effect was achieved using the thread structure features. This was consistent with our expectations. On the other two dimensions, however, only thread structure features successfully produced a statistically significant improvement, which was contrary to our prediction. In particular, thread structure features were effective at increasing performance across dimensions. We did not expect to see this in the two lower level argumentation dimensions that mainly encode structural relationships within single messages. However, in hindsight, we understand that some portions of complex argumentation, like counter-examples, are more likely to refer to already mentioned information, whereas others, such as claims are not. Contrary to expectation, sequence oriented features only had an effect on the social modes of co-construction dimension, which indicates that students were not as formulaic in their arrangement of parts of complex arguments as our informal impression of the data had indicated. Besides offering evidence that improvements in performance can be obtained through creation of new types of features, these results show how machine learning experiments can be used to gain greater insight into the structure and composition of ones data.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dimension</th>
<th>Thread features</th>
<th>Sequence features</th>
<th>Sequential learning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Predicted effect</td>
<td>Predicted effect</td>
<td>Predicted effect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Micro-level of argumentation</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Macro-level of argumentation</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social modes of co-construction</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Evaluating the sequential learning approach

Despite the fact that sequence-oriented features showed no effect on the two argumentation dimensions, we predicted an effect of sequential learning on these two dimensions. Our reasoning was that sequential learning can capture ordering constraints between codes in a more general way than our sequence oriented feature, which is specific to the placement of codes in close proximity to quoted material. For example, we predicted that students might offer claims before warrants. Similarly, we expected that students might present counter-arguments after an argument. Thus, because sequential learning algorithms capture ordering constraints in a general way, we predicted that if we would see an effect of sequential learning on any of the three dimensions, it would be more likely to be on the argumentation dimensions, and not the social modes of co-construction dimension.

Specifically we tested our baseline features and augmented feature set using the Collins Perceptron Learner (Collins 2002), which we have had success with in connection with a coding scheme designed to analyze synchronous tutorial dialogues. By setting the history size to 0, the Collins Perceptron Learner behaves like a non-sequential learner. With a history size greater than that, it behaves like a sequential learner, taking into consideration the previous codes leading up to the current segment. We achieved the best results with a history size of 1. However, even with this setting, we were not able to exceed the performance we achieved with SMO augmented with context oriented features, as displayed in Fig. 7 in comparison with results displayed in Fig. 6.

For the comparison presented in Fig. 7, we tested four separate configurations: (1) base features no history, (2) base context features no history, (3) base features history of 1, and (4) base context features history of 1. Similar to the comparison presented in Fig. 6, using context oriented features was significantly better than not using context oriented features. However, the improvement from using the history was only statistically significant in the case where only base features were used. This could have potentially been predicted since

![Interrater Agreement of Human-Assigned Codes and Automatically Assigned Codes of the Support Vector Machines (SMO) Algorithm with and without Context-Based Features](image)

**Fig. 6** This bar chart displays the relative performance of support vector machines (SMO) on three dimensions (i.e., social modes of co-construction, macro-level of argumentation, and micro-level of argumentation), using four different feature sets (i.e., base features only, base features plus thread structure features, base features plus sequence features, and base features plus both thread structure and sequence features). The standard deviation in all cases is less than 0.01.
the context features in some sense remove the need for the context provided by the sequential learning algorithm. However, we do not observe any effect of sequential learning on the two lower level argumentation dimensions, contrary to our prediction. Thus, we find further evidence that students were not very consistent with respect to the order in which they contributed the component parts of their argumentation.

Since SMO is a maximum margin learning algorithm and the Collins Perceptron Learner is not, we also ran the above experiment using a version of SVM that can be configured for sequential learning, namely SVMstruct (Tsochantaridis et al. 2004). However, this experiment similarly failed to produce a statistically significant improvement in performance for sequential learning in any dimension using either feature space.

Thus, with the current data set, our finding is that for the examined dimensions of the used coding framework the context oriented features, especially thread structure features, are more important for improving classification performance than the use of more sophisticated machine learning technology, such as sequential learning algorithms. Furthermore, we see the value in taking an experimental approach to feature space design, since our experimentation revealed places where our impressions of how students were constructing their arguments based on informal observations turned out not to be accurate.

**Automating discourse segmentation**

Segmentation of discourse means that the text is being divided into units of analysis or so called segments. Some of these units of analysis are set by the participant in the discourse and typically do not need to be agreed upon by raters, e.g., messages, sentences, or even words. However, one of the most challenging aspects of the Weinberger and Fischer (2006) coding scheme, both for human annotation and automatic annotation, is the type of fine-grained segmentation. Rather than corresponding to linguistic structural features of the contributions, the rules for the segmentation developed by Weinberger and Fischer (2006)
are based on the information conveyed. One unit of text is the amount of text it takes to express something that counts as an epistemic activity, i.e., may be assigned one code on the Epistemic dimension. Because of this, the unit of analysis is referred to as an “epistemic unit”. Often, an epistemic unit is a single sentence. However, it happens very frequently that either more than one sentence or less than one sentence counts as an epistemic unit. Thus, punctuation alone does not turn out to be a very reliable predictor for this segmentation. Note that the accuracy of segmentation might substantially alter the results of the categorical analysis because it can have a dramatic effect on the feature based representation that the text classification algorithms base their decisions on. In the analyses presented above, we used pre-segmented discourse material, i.e., the smallest units to be coded on the seven dimensions were still identified by human analysts. We have, however, started to work towards automatic segmentation to enhance the capabilities of automatic and semi-automatic coding. For example, automated real-time analyses to support groups directly or by a facilitator who uses the results of the automated coding are only possible if segmentation is also done automatically.

In our current approach, we use a “sliding window” of three symbols, which may either be words or punctuation, to extract decision points from our data. This technique is illustrated in Fig. 8. In this approach, the window first contains the first three tokens in the text, namely “I lost overview”. In the next iteration, it contains tokens two through four, which in this case includes “lost overview somehow”. In the third iteration it contains tokens three through five, which in this case is “lost overview!” Each of these windows corresponds to one decision point, which is either labeled as a boundary instance or a non-boundary instance. Whenever there is a boundary between the first and second token within a window, the instance corresponding to that window is coded as a boundary. In other cases, it is coded as not a boundary.

Just as in the case where we were training models to assign codes from our coding scheme to spans of text, we need to extract features from the text in order to enable an effective model to be learned. We extracted a number of features related to the instances to use as predictors for the boundary/non-boundary distinction.

Here is a list of the features we used for prediction, which were largely motivated by our knowledge about the grammatical structure of German:

1. The three symbols within the window
2. A binary indicator that notes whether punctuation occurred adjacent to the second symbol
3. A binary indicator that notes whether there have been at least two capitalized words since the last boundary
4. A binary indicator that notes whether there have been at least three non-capitalized words since the last boundary
5. A binary indicator that notes whether we have seen fewer than half the number of symbols as the average segment length since the last boundary

Fig. 8 This is an illustration of the sliding window technique used for segmentation
6. A binary indicator that notes whether we have seen fewer than half the average number of symbols between punctuations since the last punctuation mark.

We trained a prediction model using the J48 algorithm, which is one of Weka’s Decision Tree (DT) learning algorithms, and evaluated its performance using cross validation. We achieved a percent accuracy of 96%, which corresponds to a precision of 0.59, a recall of 0.37, and a kappa of 0.44, where precision is percentage of predicted boundaries that are in fact boundaries, and recall refers to the percentage of correct boundaries that are predicted as boundaries. The automatic segmenter assigns fewer boundaries overall than were assigned by hand. Overall it assigned only 66% as many as the human annotators assigned. Clearly this is sub-optimal performance, and we are still exploring ways in which the segmentation results can be improved.

Conclusions and current directions

In this paper, we presented an overview of our work on automatic collaborative learning process analysis from the past years laying the foundation for a new technology. The specific objective of the interdisciplinary project has been to explore the intersection between the technology research area of text classification and the behavioral research area of CSCL. Beyond simply being an application of existing technology to a well defined framework for discourse analysis, this collaboration has yielded interesting new technical challenges and solutions (Dönmez et al. 2005; Rosé et al. 2005; Stegmann et al. 2006; Wang et al. 2007), questions about behavioral research methodology (Gweon et al. 2005), and finally questions about design of new forms of collaboration support that may be enabled by this technology (Gweon et al. 2006; Wang et al. 2007b; Kumar et al. 2007). Moreover, beyond developing technology to further our own research agenda, our vision has been to provide tools to the broader community of researchers who collect and code corpus data as an important part of their research.

Our specific goal has been to extend and apply current text classification technology to CSCL, exploring which classification techniques are most effective for improving the performance on different types of coding dimensions used in the CSCL community. We have given an overview of this problem and have introduced some of our work in this area. From the perspective of computational linguistics, our results to date are encouraging but they also demonstrate that the technology requires additional improvement. In particular, new approaches need to be explored to improve reliability over some remaining difficult dimensions. We have presented our investigations towards increasing performance on the social modes of co-construction dimension as well as the Micro-level and Macro-level of Argumentation dimensions. For the social modes of co-construction dimension and the micro-level and macro-level of argumentation dimensions, we have proposed and evaluated two different approaches for improving classification performance with a context-oriented coding scheme. We showed that our novel context-oriented features indeed can improve the performance of various learning algorithms, including both non-sequential and sequential ones. However, we did not observe a general increase in performance due to using a sophisticated sequential learning algorithm such as the Collins Perceptron Learner. We believe an important generalization of our findings could be that effectively applying machine learning to the problem of automatic collaborative learning process analysis requires designing or selecting appropriate features that can approximate the linguistic mechanisms that are implicit in the design of the categorical coding scheme that is used. Thus, insight into the structure of the language behavior itself
that is captured in the coding scheme is what is most needed to move forward with this line of research.

In sum, the work presented in this article should be seen as evidence that large areas of research on computer-supported collaborative learning, specifically that involving systematic analyses of discourse, can benefit strongly from exploiting recent advances in computational linguistics. In one example domain (educational psychology), we showed that some processes, which are highly valued in CSCL research, could be automatically identified in text messages with a level of reliability considered acceptable for agreement between human coders. Among these processes are, for example, partners transactively referring to each other’s contributions, formulating counter-arguments, or collaboratively applying scientific concepts to solve problems. Of course, further research must be done to ensure validity and generalizability of these results.

However, we see these results as encouraging with respect to more economically analyzing collaboration processes, to support human instruction in real time, and to more dynamically implement computer-supported instruction, e.g., instruction involving collaboration scripts. With the help of text classification technology, instructional support such as computer-supported collaboration scripts (Kollar et al. 2006) could be faded in or out of CSCL environments in a much more dynamic, context sensitive way than it is currently possible. Our recent evaluations of simple forms of this dynamic support have demonstrated substantial benefits of this type of support (Kumar et al. 2007; Wang et al. 2007b).

Another possible direction for applying machine learning technology in support of corpus analysis work would be to explore the trained models more deeply to determine which features provide the greatest predictive power for the classification. The three machine learning algorithms provided by TagHelper tools all produce models that can be examined from this perspective. If it turned out that one or a small number of key words provided most of the predictive power for replicating a human coder’s analysis, this might indicate that the human coder was making judgments based on superficial characteristics of the text rather than using human insight. Depending upon the nature of the coding scheme, this might raise validity concerns about the human coding. Thus, machine learning could potentially be used as a tool to evaluate the quality of human coding.

Our work has the potential for impact beyond the boarders of the CSCL community. A new application area for employing text classification technology, and which may provide an interesting avenue for taking our work full circle from the computational linguistics community, to the CSCL community, and back to the computational linguistics community, is the emerging area of conversation summarization. Conversation summarization is a relatively new area of computational linguistics, building on a long history of expository text summarization. While typical applications of summarization technology are largely oriented towards extracting the most contentful sentences from a document, or collecting the most contentful sentences across multiple documents reporting about the same event (Kupiec et al. 1995; Carbonell and Goldstein 1998; Gong and Liu 2001), conversation summarization is different. Behavioral studies about dialogue summarization show that what people consider important to include in a summary about a dialogue may include aspects of the nature of the conversation in addition to a condensed version of the information that was communicated (Roman et al. 2006). Insights gained from process analysis of conversation logs from collaborative learning studies could enable the construction of summaries to support group moderators who do not have time to follow all of the details of every conversation occurring in parallel in an on-line learning environment. Current work in conversation summarization is already moving in this direction (Zechner 2001; Zhou and Hovy 2006; Wang et al. 2007). We have already begun...
to make progress towards using TagHelper tools to enable the development of monitoring tools for group learning facilitators (Rosé et al. 2007; Joshi and Rosé 2007).
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